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Skate on the outdoor rink at Spirit Park
Plan your 2021 vegetable and/or flower garden - there are still free plots available
at the community gardens!
Go ice fishing on one of the nearby lakes - if you don't have an ice auger or a fishing
pole, you can borrow one free of charge from the Visitor Centre (250) 788-1943
Go snowshoeing, hiking or walking; there are 175 kms of trails in and around the
District of Chetwynd.  See the Visitor Centre for maps, to borrow snow shoes or
Nordic walking poles
Work out for free at the Don Titus Fitness Park; it's chilly and snowy but
challenging!  And free!
Go skiing in the community forest!  See the Visitor Centre for maps.

50 FREE FUN THINGS TO DO IN
CHETWYND
The Public Health Officer encourages us all to get outside and get active.  Below are a
few of our annual list of free fun things to do in Chetwynd:

Please ensure that you stay 3 metres away from others even outside, and observe all
covid-19 precautions. 
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RECYCLING
734 Recycling Blue Bags were picked up on February 11, 2021.  The

Recycling Depot also now takes motor oil and antifreeze for recycling

- the bins are locked out back in the Recycling Depot yard and you

need to go inside and get someone before dumping the oil or

antifreeze.

Please remember not to flush any

materials down the toilet except

toilet paper; even those flushables

that say you can flush them are not

safe in our sewage system.  Paper

towel, toilet paper rolls, and q-tips

all belong in the garbage, not down

the toilet.
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